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his room attached to the dormitory where myself and approx 20 other boys slept. He would
order me into his room and he would make me have oral sex and masturbate him. He would
penetrate me; I told him it was very painful but he continued on. He would also play with my
penis every time. This would happen at least twice a week.BR94

would touch me up a

lot, pulling me hard into him against his penis but I remember his violent behaviour more than
the touching up.

BR42

hit me on occasions but never made any type of sexual

advances toward me or any other boy to my knowledge.SPT1
made any sexual advances towards me at any time, but just like BR1

Certified a true copy of an original signed document

BR42

never
BR9
4

they were all sick, evil, twisted, violent bastards. One night in the canteen, eight of us

boys were lined up against the wall as we had been talking during dinner. I was the last in the
line, and

SPT1

walked the length of it, and struck each boy a severe slap across the face.

When he got to me, he struck me very hard, which twisted my face round. I turned my head
back and looked at him. My eyes were watering from the pain and shock, but I was not crying.
He said “Fucking cry” and slapped me full force again. He walked back along the line, and
smacked each of us against across the face, and started again, until one of the boys reached
out to a nearby table and grabbed a fork which he used to stab into SPT1

. We used the

distraction to run for it, and all left the canteen. Of course, this meant we were only punished
again when we had to come back in. That is one particular incident I remember withSPT1
but there were several more. He beat me regularly and with particular cruelty. Just like so, so
many of the boys that were in St Patrick’s when I was there, we have all
and over again, we have all turned out

over
A lot of them are

dead. Most of us have failed miserably to hold onto relationships with wives, girlfriends or
children. I owe this confession to not only myself, but to my wife and children who had to endure
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Q

Okay. Ehh, so, he specifically spells out that, ehh, you did not make any
sexual advances, but he does say, just like BR1
BR42

,

, BR94 and

, they were all sick, evil, twisted, violent bastards. He can remember

one particular incident in the canteen, that 8 boys were lined up against the
wall because they’d been talking during dinner. He was the…he was the last
person who’d been lined up. SPT1

walked the length of the line and

struck each boy a severe slap across the face. When he got to me he struck
me very hard, twisted my face round, ehh, I turned my head and I looked
back, my eyes were watering from the pain and the shock, but I was not
crying. Does this incident ring any bells, do you remember?
A

No.

Q

Emm, there had been…

A

From my knowledge, for to suggest even that boys were lined up in the dining
room is absolutely crazy.

Q

Were there…would talking have been allowed during dinner?

A

Certainly, it was the…it’s a social exercise.

Q

Okay. And…

A

You know, from my recollection when they went in…from they went into the
dining room to they came out they were allowed to talk.

Q

Aha.

A

Except when they…they had a prayer before that, you know, that’s absolutely
crazy.

Q

And had they talked during prayer, for example, and…who would have been
expected to keep them quiet when you were in a prayer…

A
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Q

…can you remember?

A

…well, I can’t honestly answer that because, I mean, if the majority are…are
saying their…you can easily see who else wasn’t.

Q

Okay. So, he says that each of them was struck across the face particularly
hard and that his eyes were watering from the pain and shock, but he was not

SPT 1

said, fucking cry, and slapped me full-force again, walked

back along the line and smacked each of us again across the face and started
again until one of the boys reached to the nearby table and grabbed a fork,
which he used to stab into

SPT 1 Were you ever injured by any of the

boys?
A

No.

Q

Were you ever…

A

No.

Q

…were you ever assaulted by the…the boys?

A

Not there, now, but I, you know, I was assaulted abou

later

because, emm, I was taking a sports group in the gym and the guy…a guy
had taken a knife out of the dining room and I’d asked him to put…he…he’d
come into the…the dining room without…or into the gym without his shorts
and I asked him to put his shorts on and he didn’t. Emm, he told me he
wasn’t and I said, well, you’re not to stay here, he lifted the knife and he just
came over and [inaudible]. But, no, that was a very rare incident.
Q

Hmmm, and that was obviously quite a serious incident and that’s why you
would remember it.

A

Yeah, well, I mean, the guy was eventually transferred to borstal.

Q

Okay. The thing about other incidents then, were there any other incidents
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where…

A

No, that was about all.

Q

…you were assaulted? Ehh…

A

Oh, and I should say also that incident, that wasn’t within my remit, I…I took
up there and different [inaudible] simply because I was trying to
transfer some knowledge I had to get the kids interested and things.

Q

Oh. From your time there you were never stabbed by…at any point with a
fork?

A

No.

Q

Ehh, in the canteen. Do you remember any…any incident like that where
another staff member might have been stabbed with a fork, anything along
those lines?

A

Quite honestly, no. I can remember other major incidents where like, emm,
stones were put through windows and though we must remember we’re
dealing with very…extremely difficult kids.

Q

Oh, I appreciate that.

A

And that’s why we’re often…through the years we’re often dealing with the
political type as well.

Q

That…no fork stabbing incidents?

A

No.

Q

Emm,

HIA 100 says that in the commotion that followed, with you having

been stabbed by a fork, they all had an opportunity to run and they left the
canteen. Of course this meant we were only punished again when we had to
come back. That incident doesn’t ring any bells at all then?
A
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Q

Okay.

A

It’s just…

Q

Did you ever strike boys across the face…

A

No.

Q

…for talking during dinner in the assemb…

A

No, ‘cause…

Q

…or in the dinner hall?

A

Again, there was two sides to the school, one was the junior school and the
other was the senior school and there was this kitchen gap between.

Q

Aha.

A

But none of the kids we had…we didn’t have any problems of that kind.

Q

Okay. Emm, would it have been part of your duties to supervise the canteen?

A

Sometimes you had…that was included sometimes in our duties, depending
on, I mean, every member of staff be…no matter what his role at Saint
Patrick’s, remember we were there from usually, if I can recall, 8 o’clock in the
morning ‘til about nine fifteen at night. So, part of your extraneous duties,
which was what they called it then, was supervising or staying there between,
emm…emm, after teatime, which was about half six, until about they went to
bed at 9 o’clock. So, we all had to partake of that.

Q

Okay.

A

Every member of staff in the school, irrespective of his…his…his official duty.

Q

Okay. Emm, says that is the one particular…that’s one particular incident he
remembers, but there were several more. He did beat me regularly and with
particular cruelty. Emm, that’s the allegations that he’s made against you.
So, he does, you know, specifically say that you were a cruel, ehh, Teacher in
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the school or Social Worker/House Master there. Would you have had a
reputation for being…

A

[Inaudible].

Q

Yeah.

A

Emm, that’s maybe all, I mean, I’ve just told you that I initiated a whole lot of
things up there because I wanted to be, you know, we wanted…we wanted to
be child focused, the original, I mean, people, ehh, would have seen training
schools as a…as the old concept where the groups are stuck in there and
they’re locked up. I mean, the open situation offered, emm, staff with the
necessary opportunity to do different things and I think most people up there
would say that I took that opportunity.

Q

Okay. Emm, have you any more questions, that’s the allegations there, SPT 1
that’s the one particular incident we’ve discussed. He does make general
cruelty complaints, but without any further specific details to put to you I’ve no
further questions at this point. Is there anything else that’d you like to say,
anything…

A

No, that’s…

Q

…we haven’t covered or you’d like to add on tape at this point?

A

No, just that, ehh, I’ve already said that we were not commissioned in any way
to…to, emm, discipline individuals, emm, and that’s the way it was.

Q

Would other of the…one final point, would other…other Brothers, for example,
have issued discipline outside of their remit? Obviously it was the
Headmaster or the Principal and so on, at that level the discipline was
supposed to be handed out, but would some of the clerical staff or other of
the…the Social Workers, would they have been quicker with their hands
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perhaps?

A

Not in my estimation. There was this structure and, I mean, it was a sort of a
get-out for everybody on the staff. Emm, I know we may not necessarily have
agreed with the punishment that was handed out at the top level. Emm,
because, you know, as people like [inaudible] there would no…no two…no
two were alike.

Q

Aha.

A

And maybe we, ehh, maybe at that time I would have thought that, ehh, you
know, we…we can’t be prescribing different treatment, ie punishments for
different kids, but approved schools were approved schools and to the best of
my knowledge that I can remember, in Saint Patrick’s the kids were very well
looked after and very well cared for and whilst the Brothers had this reputation
and in a sense I think it was a very good one, they looked after the kids and,
emm, as you said, at that time there was punishment and and I can’t
remember what it was, maybe 2 or 3 slaps or something like that there, but I
can’t remember, ‘cause I was never…I was never there.

Q

Okay. So, during your entire employment at Saint Pat’s you would never have
been involved or even been witness to any of the physical punishment then?

A

No.

Q

Is that what you’re saying?

A

I don’t think it’s right to call it physical punishment, I mean…

Q

Physical chastisement perhaps.

A

Yeah, well, in a normal every day classroom it was exactly the same.

Q

Yeah.

A

Emm, and, I mean, the chastisement by way of strap in the educational side of
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Saint Patrick’s, ehh, was always transferred to the Principal of the school, who
had overall responsibility for it. Emm, and I just think that, you know, in those
days they were very well looked after, the problems came later when the
political guys started coming to do the staffing, it proved so difficult for them.

Q

Okay. That’s great. The time is, ehh, 1232.

Checked and certified to be an accurate transcript of T0134282A,
on 18 October 2013, between 1214 hours
interview with
SPT 1
and 1232 hours.
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BR1

would

continuously touch me up and then say that he needed me to go to stores or somewhere he
wouldn’t be seen or disturbed and make me masturbate him or have oral sex with him, and on
occasions he would put his penis between my thighs, although he never actually penetrated me.
This type of abuse would happen 3-4 times a week. He was also very bad tempered and would
slap, punch, and kick me on many occasions.
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asked to come up because as I say, I had a fair bit of experience with
youngsters and inaudible that way, you know.
Q

He goes on later to say thatBR94

would touch me up a lot, he pulled

me hard against him, he pulled me hard into him against his penis, did you
ever pull any of the boys against your, that area of your body.
A

No, never.

Q

Ever pull anybody against you in a sexual way.

A

Never, no, I wouldn’t dream of it, you know.

Q

He goes on to say that he, rather, more than the touching up though he does
remember your violent behaviour.

A

I wouldn’t say I was in any way violent.

Q

Did you ever lose your temper with the boys and lash out.

A

Not, you know, not in the sense of physical, maybe verbally I might have given
a couple of shouts or something like that, you know.

Q

Okay.

A

Some of them might be misbehaving at the likes of the swimming pool or
games hall and you’d give a shout at them but as far as being physically, no.

Q

You may have lost your temper occasionally with the boys but it would have
been a verbal.

A

Verbal, yeah.

Q

You don’t ever remember being violent with them in a physical way.

A

No, no.

Q

You did deal out corporal punishment sometimes for minor things but it was
only two or three slaps you said.

A
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